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Fujian AC company is one of air compressor sales & service provider in 
Fujian area. With more and more product in the marketing, it is a very important 
problem for management to get more profit from aftermarket by improving 
service and customer loyalty .  
This dissertation define the aftermarket concept based on the author’s 
perceiving and thinking. Collecting some materials from AC company and its 
aftermarket to present to study company’s inner and outer conditions so as to find 
market challenge and opportunities, later to determine how to realize the expected 
strategy by making use of core competitive advantage, and then adopt available 
marketing tactic in favor of strategy realization. 
This dissertation includes four parts: 
Part One, Guidance. Mainly introduce the present aftermarket situation and 
its problem of AC company, then define the aftermarket concept and discuss the 
characteristic of service marketing according to the relevant theory, finally, 
expatiate on the research objective & measure of this dissertation.  
Part Two, Analysis of external marketing environment of AC company. 
Taking the PEST model as foundation, begins from the macroscopic environment 
analysis, then to analyze AC’s industrial environment based on 
five-competitive-forces model, finally makes an appropriate forecast to the 
external environment of AC company. 
Part Three, Carries on the comprehensive analysis to the internal 
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then research on the competitive advantage by four standard, finally find the AC 
company’s core competitive advantage.  
Part Four, Analysis of AC company’s marketing strategy and the marketing 
mix by STP (segmentation, target, position) model and 7P’s (product, price, 
promotion, place, people, physical evidence, process), especially, also making the 
financial analysis so as to present more actual operation.  
Conclusion: Developing aftermarket is very important for keeping AC’s core 
competitive advantage, and the aftermarket business is also the new increase 
point for AC company profit. The marketing strategy is the best way to realize the 
developing aftermarket and keeping AC’s core competitive advantage. 
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用替代品。这都是服务能力不适合售后服务市场的发展要求引起的。  
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